
Happiness	101	– Be	Happy	with	Doing	Nothing

The greatest reflection of resilience in nature is a dog. They 
forgive easily. They don’t try to be anything but else but a dog. 

They love to play. They age with dignity. And they shit 
wherever they like (this one isn’t of much relevance). 
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“Want what you’ve got”

Nothing messes with human happiness more 
than the notion of “when I.”

If you are not perfect now, you never will be. 
The habit of thinking you’ll be perfect 

someday, or life will be different sometime, 
throws the full weight of your resilience onto 
another person, place or event. But the real 
power lies in the ability to see, and change 

how you feel, right now, as it is, the power of 
perception.

“Letting it Go”

All human unhappiness comes from the 
desire to overcome a fear of something we 

cannot escape: the fear of loneliness, the fear 
of death, the fear of failure, the fear of being 
alone, the fear of heartbreak, the fear of pain, 
the fear of humiliation. And so, very often we 

seek happiness in our attachment to the 
opposites of those fears and automatically 

become unhappy.



Happiness	102	– Be	Happy	with	Things	you	Don’t	Like

The greatest reflection of resilience, staying happy in spite of 
all things going bad, to shit, and doing a job you don’t like. 
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The greatest reflection of resilience, staying happy in spite of 
all things going bad, to shit, and doing a job you don’t like is a 

cat. 

“No Blame”

It’s me, I did it, I caused it, I manifested it, this 
is what I need, not what I want. Speed-bumps 
are stepping stones not stopping stones. The 

greatest resilience, taught by cats is the 
willingness to adapt, change, work around 
obstacles, and be accountable. Unlike any 

other creature cats will not just take no for an 
answer, cunning, mischievous, they learn 
quickly and never hand the power to the 
master, cats are learners and therefore 

teachers.

“Totally Human”

A balanced person is balanced in all seven 
areas of life and therefore they are move from 

foot to foot and fall on their feet. Nothing is 
ever missing in our life so a cat is showing 
you how to stay happy, simply by devoting 
effort into all the areas of life so that if one 
fails you for a learning experience, you just 
deal with it and don’t take it personally. In 

other words you have the ability to flex, bend, 
adapt and stay happy, regardless.



Happiness	103	– Be	Happy	Doing	what	you	Love

This is a hamster, not a mouse. 
But you can make it whatever you 
want and that’s the point. You can 

see things from an exciting 
perspective or not. 

Is this hamster (mouse) sniffing 
the butt of the other hamster 

mouse, or not? Every honeymoon 
– new search for happiness, 

results in boredom – unless you 
choose the honeymood because 

it lasts forever.



Rabbits know what’s important. They don’t come home burned 
out, bored, wishing their partner was their inspiration. They 

don’t live vicariously through their children’s happiness. 
Rabbits do it often and that’s a great teaching….

Happiness	104	– Do	it	like	rabbits	do…
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Happiness	104	– Do	it	like	rabbits	do…

“Balance”

It feels good to be balanced, somehow it 
makes you calm and happy. But most people 

see balance as something they do to 
counteract the effect of work or stress. That’s 
not going to work in a modern day. Rabbits 
are opportunists. They are balanced in the 

moment, in the hour in all areas of life. 
Rabbits don’t balance work with life, they are 

work work balanced. We can too.

“Realism”

We know that the ambition to be happy kills 
happiness because it stresses us and makes 
us fragile. Ambition makes us feel pressured 
and the more we seek happiness the more 
illusive it can be. Evidence shows that by 
helping others be happy we are actually 

helping ourselves at the same time if their 
happiness is our happiness. This is the Rabbit 

philosophy, don’t take - give.



Happiness	105	– A	Bird	in	the	Hand	…

They can fly to the sky and yet, birds still need to come to earth to eat, breed and 
multiply. So birds are the greatest example of nature’s equalisation. It doesn’t 
matter that you are the CEO or the street cleaner, your happiness isn’t in your 

status, it’s in your ability to come back to earth, turn up, and then fly once again.



Happiness	105	– A	Bird	in	the	Hand	…

Thankful for the Small Things

Birds make the best of small treasures. A 
crumb is not too small for a bird to 

celebrate. They teach us to be thankful for 
the smallest of things – and not complain 

about what we haven’t got. This is 
happiness that exists in the celebration of 
the gift of the tiny, weeny, itsy, bitsy teeny 

things.

Impress to Communicate

Birds dress for success. The male bird is 
dressed to impress. There is no pretending 

that all birds are fundamentally the same and 
it’s left to the impression they can create to 
cause differentiation. Don’t be afraid of your 

uniqueness, dress it to exaggerate it. It’s best 
to be unique and beautiful than boring and the 

same. This is happiness by communion.



Happiness	106	– Christmas	Lunch

Mmmmm I love roast duck. Mmmmmm Christmas turkey. Mmmmmm chicken soup. 



Happiness	106	– Christmas	Lunch	– Life	in	Context

Impermanence – when we 
achieve something, it’s 

almost like we’re immortal, 
but we all end up, dust. 

Happiness is knowing that 
whatever is going on, it’s not 

really important because 
we’re not going to last 

forever.

Happiness is knowing that no 
matter how many eggs you 
lay or cockadoodledoo we 
shout, after one generation 

all our emotions add to zero.



Happiness	107	– Evolve	or	Die

This fish is another fish’s 
lunch unless it can learn to 
swim faster, hide better or 

taste awful. 

This fish is another specie’s 
lunch, unless it can wise up 

and see the net approaching, 
dive deeper, be thinner etc. 

This fish is totally not going to 
survive unless it learns to live 
in polluted waters and adapt 

to new environments.



Happiness	107	– Evolve	or	Die

Fish teach us that if we don’t enjoy the process of adaptation we’ll moan and groan, complain and 
feel sorry for ourselves. We’ll be stressed, sick, sad, depressed, frustrated and angry and try to 

change others. But the solution to challenges is, as a fish knows, adapt, “evolveyabastard.” 



Happiness	108	– The	Dinosaur	Still	Exists

Lizards teach us that nature never destroys anything. She 
simply builds a new one on top of the old one, greater in 
consciousness, less in number. This is the secret key of 

leadership and relationship.
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Lizards teach that nature never destroys anything. She simply 
builds a new one on top of the old one, greater in 

consciousness, less in number. This is the secret key of 
leadership and relationship.

Evolve but you never change

You might be a peaceful, wonderful, dog 
rescuing, yoga going person. You might be 
a corporate HR manager and think the sun 
shines from your bum. But if a gun is put to 
your head, you’ll be just as primal as the 

stone age person.

Evolve or Die

If you react to the same stimuli the same way, 
two days in a row, you know you’re stuck in 
your primal suit. Then the reaction becomes 

emotional, then physical and then mental 
health and then self sabotage. Evolve yourself 

greater in consciousness, less in number.



Happiness	109	Thoroughbred	or	Horses	Arse?

You can be a thoroughbred or a 
horses arse. The difference is 

which end of your body you think 
with and they are never far apart. 

Horses teach us transparency. Not 
afraid to be whatever you want them 
to be. To do this you’ll need to know 

how to love yourself, inside out.



Happiness	110	- There	is	no	pill	for	unhappiness



Happiness	111	– There	is	no	coach	for	unhappiness

It’s your mind, your 
choices, your health 

care. The coach inside 
your mind decides 

whether you’re in love 
and happy or stressed 

and corrupted. The 
coach belongs to you. 

Do you think you can 
have secrets that don’t 
hurt people? Secret 
loves, appetites, 
desires. But at the end 
of the day, you’ll have 
to deal with yourself, 
and the pain you 
cause. It’s called 
Karma (guilt)



Happiness	112	- Enthusiasm
Have you watched dogs do shows, 
play ball, learn tricks. It’s like a kid in 
a candy store and no matter how 
many times they do it, they love it. We 
learn to love dogs because they do 
what they do, over and over and over 
with enthusiasm. Even when the 
honeymoon is over, they do it again. 
Learning how to reinvent yourself.



Happiness	113	– Groom	Your	Environment

Create a look and feel that makes you feel like a million bucks 
and never let it down. Notice a poverty area of the world where 
people have no work, and plenty of time, it’s the dirtiest part of 
town. So, there is a correlation between wealth, health and self 

worth, and environment. Design it wisely.



Happiness	114	- Imagination

Pets toys are always fun. They trigger the imagination of the 
animal. Even an old sock is worth a rumble because the dog 
imagines it as a bone or a rat. We must sustain the ability to 

imagine and dream in order to remain happy.



Happiness	115	– Get	outdoors

Animals don’t sit and 
watch “house of 
cards” while there’s a 
chance to get 
outside. Animals look 
to you and say, 
“come play” – “come 
walk” and they love it 
every time. Life is not 
a tv or youtube video  



Happiness	116	– “Can’t	Buy	Me	Love”

Sometimes people buy pets to make themselves happy. Shopping is for some people a 
form of therapy after or during an unhappy phase, it’s retail therapy. But everything 

that’s bought to get you out of a mood will eventually get you back into a mood when 
you pay for it and wear it once. Happiness isn’t in a shop or shopping. 



Happiness	117	– Rescue	breeds	resentment

When you are 
unhappy there 
are those who 
profit from it, 
and there are 
others who 
reach out to 
rescue you. 
They are all 
profiting from 
your misery. 
And locking you 
into it.

Happiness is 
natural. So 
learn what is 
natural, in 
nature and 
you’ll 
automatically be 
happy. Life isn’t 
a science, it’s a 
story. How you 
tell that story 
will determine 
your happiness 
factor. And you 
can change this 
in a blink.



Happiness	118	– A	Daily	Holistic	Routine
The	Power	Hour



The	Power	Hour	Brings	All	the	Animal	Kingdom	
Teachings	to	Enhance	your	Happiness.



The	Power	Hour	Engages	You	at	all	Levels	– Turn	Up	110%




